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Nazi-KGB pact detonates
the' arc of crisis'
by Mark Burdman

Executive Intelligence Review correspondents attending the

entitled, "Nazi Anthropologists Play Soviet Card." La

in Geneva, Switzerland, report that that event has served as

the U.S.S.R. and the regionalist-secessionist assets left over

tween the highest levels of the Soviet KGB and the Switzer

Six and Abwehr Division Two (minorities' division) has in

Aug. 29-Sept. 7 "United Nations Conference on Palestine"

the site for the consolidation of an operational alliance be�
land-based Nazi International.

The immediate aim of this alliance, which high-level

Israeli and British sources dub "Hitler-Stalin Pact Take Two,"

Rouche's outline of a potentially emerging alliance between
from the Nazis' Reichshauptsicherheitsamt (RHSA) Bureau
the summer months of 1983 become a living and very dan
gerous strategic reality.

In Pakistan, nationalist leaders of the opposition Pakistan

is to explode the region extending from Egypt and its neigh

Peoples' Party report "shock and dismay"that the momentum

Indian Subcontinent into a complex of tribal and ethnic

rapidly out of their hands and into the control of an array of

bors in northeast Africa through to the eastern borders of the

secessionist wars and destabilizations. This would break up

the region into various ethnic satrapies malleable to the im
perial control of Yuri Andropov's Holy Mother Russia.

In 1977-78, EIR identified the early-phase activation of

this process: the "Bernard Lewis Plan,"authored by Prince

ton University-based and Oxford University-trained Orien

taIist Bernard Lewis and endorsed by the circles around Hen

ry Kissinger, for a "redrawing of the map" of the regions

of mobilization against the Zia ul-Haq regime is slipping
Baluchi and Sindi secessionist extremists committed explic

itly to destroying Pakistan as an integrated nation.

In neighboring India, whose leadership is watching de

velopments in Pakistan with great anxiety, Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi has warned in an Aug. 26 New Delhi speech

that India itself is targeted by "outside forces" committed to
disintegrating the nation, and the last days of August have
witnessed a simultaneous activation of separatist extremists

politicians and closet KGB operatives in the West had en

among the Sikhs of Punjab State and among the Assamese of
the northeast state of Assam, while renewed troubles have

now

of neighboring Sri Lanka.

south of the borders of the Soviet Union. Many foolish geo
dorsed this scheme as a means of Balkanizing the U. S.S.R.;

Yuri Andropov, Soviet Deputy Prime Minister Geidar

Ali Reza Aliyev, and their Nazi allies
belly-laughs.

are

having the last

The Nazi-Communist command structure over the bal

kanization of the "arc of crisis" had begun to take shape in

the transitional period of the last months of Leonid Brezh
nev's rule in the U.S.S.R. in mid-1982 , as

EIR founder

analysts in a widely circulated July 22, 1982

EIR feature

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. preemptively warned intelligence
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commenced between the Tamil and Sinhalese communities
These processes are having ripple effects in Iran, and are

intersecting disintegrative tendencies in the Middle East

heartland, fanning out from Lebanon.

A high-level Swiss intelligence official with decades of

experience in the Middle East told

EIR at the beginning of

September that all these events correspond to "a historical

shift away from the nation-state. The nation-states haven't
led to anything in the region and people are dissatisfied with
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them," he claimed. "Look at Pakistan, it is definitely going

1983 interview with West Germany's Der Spiegel magazine,

Coptic Christians and Muslims, and Egypt will break up into

manded hegemony over the areas along the U.S.S.R.'s

to break up. Look at Egypt, there will be new fights between

a Coptic Upper Egypt and a Muslim Lower Egypt. Look at

Lebanon: Bernard Lewis is right; if not, why is the tribal

fighting so savage? There is dissatisfaction with the status

quo, and it is being exploited by believers in gnosticism."

in which the Red Czar claimed that "Soviet security" de

"southern borders," in the context of the geopolitical doctrine
whereby "the Soviet Union is a land power, while the United
States is a sea power."

Implementation of this imperial policy lies with Gaider

The officiaL a member of a top banking family of Switz

Ali Reza Aliyev, "Islamic Division" head of the Third Rome

be workable. It is easy to destroy states, but not to create new

the 1921 Baku Conference in the U.S.S.R., in which the

very big holes with little texture around it."

tional minorities" and tribal movements throughout what is

With Rome, against Carthage

yev, the Baku Doctrine is operational policy, and has incor

misnamed "Palestine Conference" at the United Nations.

slaught on the region.

independence of the Palestinians earlier this year, the confer

page commentary in the Soviet military daily Red Star Aug.

erland, concluded: "People talk of a new map, but it won't
ones. So, the Middle East will become like a cheese with

and descendant of the strange gentleman who coordinated
anti-Lenin "Cominternists" of the U.S.S.R. promoted "na

today known as the Third World. Under Andropov and Ali

The point of departure for this process is the cynically

Given that the KGB oversaw the decimation of the political
en«e has only served as a pretext to bring together the Nazi

terrorist sewers and their Soviet friends and/or controllers.

In attendance, EIR correspondents report, waS a massive

porated old Nazi assets for the current unprecedented on
Insiders took note of the ideological content of a half

17 by commentator R. Nikolayev. Entitled "Strike Force of
World Reaction," the piece is a violent diatribe against "in
ternational Jewish financial capital," as the accused bank

Soviet delegation officially numbering 20 and headed by

roller of global "American imperialism." Intelligence experts

ambassador to Iran during the period of the Khomeini ascen

and other kinds of Dostojevskian anti-Semitic propaganda in

Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Vinogradov, former Soviet

sion there, and by the notorious Mr. Primakov, head of the

attribute this echoing of the 19th century's "Elders of Zion"

the Soviet military journal to the hardcore blood-and-soil

Moscow Oriental Institute. Also in attendance were the key

"Holy Mother Russia" grouping in the Soviet military, cen

Organization, including: Marcel Boisard, director of the Ge

known in leading circles as the "All-Russian Party" within

controllers of the Nazi International's Muslim Brotherhood
neva-based Islam and the West and a top officer of the Inter

national Red Cross; Salam Azzam and Muazzam Ali, direc

tered around Generals Ogarkov and Yepishev, whom are
the Soviet army-command structure.

With increasing intensity over the past months, it has

tors of the London-based Islamic Council of Europe; and

become common for neo-Nazis, ranging from leading offi

an overt Nazi sympathizer close to the Lausanne circles of

mar Qaddafi, to rant against "Jewish power" in the United

Maarouf Dawalibi, head of the Muslim World Congress and
Nazi International financier Fran«ois Genoud.

Also represented at the conference was the pro-terrorist

Swiss-Arab Association and the Swiss-Palestine Associa

tion, headed by M. Belguermit, director of the Lausanne cell

of the Swiss Communist Party. The Nazis' "Anthropology
International" was represented by the Canada-based World

Congress of Indigenous Peoples, and a whole host of openly

terrorist organizations, typified by the U.S.-based November

cials of the Swiss-Arab Association to Libya's Col. Muam

States. Commentator R. Nikolayev knew exactly whom he

was addressing in his Aug. 17 column.

The fascists of the West are returning the compliment in

kind. EIR has recently come into possession of a document

written several months ago by the leading ideologue of the

French "New Right," Alain de Benoist, in which this leading
"universal fascist" calls for an alliance between his friends

and the Russian Communists against "the main enemy"-the

29 Coalition, were in attendance as well.

United States of America! In terms nearly identical to those

Soviet case officer Vinogradov's Aug.3 1 speech elaborated

center of continental Europe drifts toward the East, i.e.,

In an atmosphere defined by violent anti-Americanism,

the policy direction for the Nazi-Communist alliance in the

of Andropov's

Der Spiegel piece, de Benoist writes: "The

Russia. As Europeans we are on the side of the masters of the

"arc of crisis." Vinogradov began with the key-and-code

land, against the masters of the sea. . . . America is not a

the United States to launch a war in the Middle East. He then

against Carthage" (see International Intelligence).

formulation that Israel was serving as the marcher-lord for

put the "southern borders" vector of Andropov's "Third
Rome" imperial doctrine on the record: the United States,

asserted Vinogradov, has "no organic historical tie" to the

Middle East but the U.S.S.R. "has long historical ties" to

new Rome, but a new Carthage. We always will be for Rome,

Target: Pakistan

In a statement issued Aug. 29 from Washington, D.C.,

in his capacity as chairman of the Advisory Council of the

this region "which is along our southern borders."

U.S.-based National Democratic Policy Committee, La

ders attached, of Andropov's famous formulation in a spring

stan and called on all the forces of the nation to rally together

This was a blunt reassertion, with implicit marching or
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Rouche warned of the Nazi organizations' targeting of Paki
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to save the nation. Entitled, "LaRouche Appeals for Sanity

in Pakistan," the piece begins by warning that "there is a

grave and increasing danger that the combination of separa

tist insurgencies and savage repression by the government of

President Zia ul-Haq is leading in the direction of the dis

memberment of Pakistan, and of the spread of increased
instabilities throughout the subcontinent of Asia."

LaRouche attributes the control-point over such insur

gencies to the types of organizations recently seen in force in

Geneva, with backing from the U.S.S.R.: the Endangered

rampage, carrying swords, daggers, and spears, and attack

ing police, demanding more "autonomy."In Assam, militant
students opposed to the increasing presence of Bengali refu

gees in that state have begun a new round of agitation coin

ciding with the visit of Mrs. Gandhi's son Rajiv to the state,
and intelligence sources fear a new round of unrest, with
behind-the-scenes Soviet backing, possibly triggering a re

peat of the events which earlier this year brought about a
reported 5,000 deaths.

The last days of August also witnessed a new heating of

Peoples' organization in Western Europe, "an umbrella or

ethnic tensions in Sri Lanka.

tions in the world today,"and linked to the Nazi International

Target: Lebanon

apparatus, LaRouche charges, is backed by that faction in

creasing assertiveness of tribalistic forces ready to drown the

ganization for all the major separatist and terrorist organiza
and the shards of the old Nazi intelligence services. This

Parallel processes are going on in Lebanon, with an in

the West, founded by the late Lord Bertrand Russell, which

state in bloodshed.

been explicitly committed throughout this century to the de

the Soviets and Syrians on the one side and the Israelis on the

has extensive back-channel ties into Moscow, and which has

population of the non-white regions of the South.
These forces, LaRouche stresses, are "the true, common

enemy" of all Pakistan, and can only be defeated if General

Zia and the opposition "settle their differences"for the higher

In particular, dangers arise from the parallel decisions by

other to throw massive support behind the Druze sect militias

of chieftain Walid Jumblatt, who repeatedly told interviewers

on French national television Aug. 27 that he spoke in the

name of the "Druze tribe."France's Quotidien de Paris Sept.

purpose of saving the nation.

1 and at least.five Israeli sources in private discussions with

forces attempting to isolate the opposition to Zia to the Sind

of money and armaments into Jumblatt's apparatus.

for Nazi-linked cultists from the "Sindudesh" separatist

region of Lebanon beginning the Sept. 4-5 weekend, it is

Thanks to a heavy-handed crackdown by Pakistani army

province of Pakistan alone, the path has been opened wide

movement to capture much of the momentum of opposition
to Zia's regime. These Sindi ethnic-separatist advocates have

effectively joined hands with the London-based Baluchistan

Liberation Organization of Baluchi tribalist leader Ataullah
Mengel, who traces a Baluchi racial continuity back nearly

2,500 years, in a common front to dismember Pakistan.

EIR have indicated that Israel has poured enormous amounts

With Israel's army slated to pull out of the contest Shouf

expected that Jumblatt's militias will immediately move to

fill the vacuum and to launch a war escalation that will drown

Lebanon in blood and sunder its national unity. Lebanese

citizens had a foretaste of this hell on Aug. 31 , with the

reported wanton massacre of over 30 Christian men, women,

and children by Druze fanatics. One day later, Jumblatt, on

Nationalist leaders of the PPP in Europe have told EIR

Syrian television, announced that he was in "total war" against

tion in London outside the Pakistani embassy in London,

Marine units backing the Lebanese army. Israeli sources

that they were shocked when during an Aug. 28 demonstra

Lebanese President Amin Gemayel and against the American

anti-Zia demonstrators chanting "Long Live Pakistan!" were

forecast that extremist Druzes and extremist split-off group

not apply to the cause for which they were fighting. Mengel

sinated in the days to come. This, they fear, will initiate a

forthrightly that "I hope there will be an incredible confron

Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, the KGB-linked architect of

be "a lot of bloodbath."Raving against "Punjabi dominance"

During the power maneuverings in the Israeli Herut Party

ostracized by rally organizers and told that that slogan did

himself, in a discussion with a journalist Aug. 31 , declared
tation with the government" in Pakistan in which there will

of Pakistan, Mengel declared, "We have decided to seek our

future outside the context of Pakistan. . . . Pakistan is younger
than I am. I was born in 1931 , Pakistan was born in 1947."

The centrifugal tendencies rapidly emerging in Pakistan

intersect other trends in the subcontinent. During the week

beginning Aug. 28-29, India's Punjab and Assam states wit

nessed new upsurges of ethnic-regionalist unrest, following

lets from the Falangists will arrange to have Gemayel assas

new civil war in Lebanon, creating the conditions for former
Israel's June 1982 invasion of Lebanon, into power in Israel.
following Prime Minister Menachem Begin's stepdown from
power Aug. 30, Sharon positioned himself for such a future

role by making a deal with premier-designate Yitzhak Shamir

to win the post of cabinet minister responsible for Israel's
settlements in the West Bank.

Shamir, until Begin's resignation Israel's Foreign Min

ister, is historically well-positioned to operate in the Middle

directly after Mrs. Gandhi's warning Aug. 26 that "divisive

East environment shaped by the emergent Nazi-Communist

state, or regional issues" and that "some countries thought it

for the Stem Gang group, which was wont to make deals of

forces had been resurrected, whether on language, religion,
was not in their interest that India remained united and strong."

In Punjab, upwards of 1 5,000 Sikh extremists went on a
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alliance. In the 1940s, Shamir was a top professiona 1 assassin
convenience and collaboration at various points with the Na

zis, with other fascist organizations, and with the Russians.
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